
Port Douglas

PRIME LOCATION - FULLY RENOVATED APARTMENT

This spacious two bedroom apartment is located almost in the beating

heart of Port Douglas and is positioned on the beach side of Davidson

Street....

The Northerly aspect within the 'Marina Terraces' complex provides for

excellent natural light to enter the living areas of the apartment and bathes

the private patio most of the day! The property really could not be located in

a better spot both in terms of the town itself but also the complex.

Consisting of two air conditioned bedrooms (both with built in robes) and a

large living/dining and kitchen the property is of an excellent size and will be

comfortable for longer stays for you or your guests.The large bathroom

incorporates a full laundry, again perfect for those longer stays.

The owner has completely renovated the apartment in recent times from

floor to ceiling, with a brand new kitchen & bathroom to start...here is

nothing to do.

The color palette and furnishings are right on trend, this apartment is super

cool!
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Being sold fully furnished this apartment is already earning well and you can

hit the ground running for the 2017 tourist season! 

With Macrossan Streets' boutique stores and numerous dining options

within a minute's walk in one direction and the fabulous Four Mile Beach just

seconds in the other there is truly not a better place to call your piece of

Paradise.

Motivated seller has priced this apartment to sell and sell quickly....

Call today to book a viewing

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


